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Conservation Area Appraisal

6. Setting & Character

Castle ‘looms’ above the town with a dominant
permanent presence and from the Castle there are
stunning panoramic views of the town and its
valley. Ironically, whilst the views to and from the
wider hamlet of Riber are out across an attractive
landscape of agricultural land, they do not
command the same degree of spectacular views.

SETTING AND CHARACTER
Setting
Riber Castle stands at the summit of a sandstone
escarpment on an underlying bedrock of sandstone
and mudstone of the lower coal measures and
Millstone Grit, of which the Castle is constructed
This is an upland, undulating landscape with
moderate to steep slopes and permanent pasture for
sheep and dairy cattle, farmed from dispersed
farmsteads. There are fairly regular field patterns,
which are predominantly defined by dry stone walls,
together with hedgerows and scattered trees.

The escarpment follows a north-east/south-west
alignment and divides the immediate topography
into two distinct and separate landscapes. To the
north-west the land falls steeply down towards
Matlock. Dry stone walls, hedges and individual
trees enclose narrow fields and emphasis the
steepness. Following the public footpath, which
winds up the slope, the steepness of the scarp
means that despite the proximity the Castle is often
out of view.
To the south-east of the ridge, the land falls much
more gently down the dip slope towards Dethick.
The buildings of the hamlet of Riber form a group
to the east of the Castle and at a lower level, are
separated from the Castle by a substantial area of
woodland. Again surrounding fields are bounded by
dry stone walls and hedgerows, but fields are
generally larger and trees mainly follow
watercourses. As the dip slope faces the sun for
most of the day, the gentler slopes have a more
benign character than the harsher upland of the
north-west facing escarpment

There are also significant blocks of woodland,
associated with poorer soils which occupy the upper
ground. The winding lanes which lead to the hamlet
are often sunken, some having rocky banks.

Views

To the north and north-west at the foot of the
escarpment, is the substantial urban area of Matlock
which extends on the north-eastern side of the river
Derwent. The level of the river is over 160 metres
lower than Riber Castle and cuts through a
landscape that overlies Carboniferous Limestone.
This underlying geology is hard and slowly eroded
which gives rise to an undulating landform with
minor hill summits and extensive amounts of
exposed rock. Pasture and dairying is the dominant
land use but the steepness of the slopes, thin soils
and rocky outcrops restrict the opportunities for
improved pasture. Tree cover is apparent and tends
to be associated with the steeper slopes. Small to
medium sized regular fields are defined by dry stone
walls of random rubble limestone.

Due to its extremely elevated position, Riber Castle
can be seen from a multitude of locations, although
ironically views from closer quarters are surprisingly
restricted.

South of Matlock, the Derwent flows through a
narrow limestone gorge, passing only a kilometre or
so to the west of Riber. There is little visual
relationship between these two areas, as the
steepness of the slopes to the gorge, prohibits views
between the two areas. However in contrast there is
a powerful visual relationship between Riber Castle
and the Matlock urban area. From the town the

View from Cromford Hill
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footpaths lower down the escarpment where there
are only occasional glimpses of the upper parts of
the towers.

The most distant views of the Castle extend are
from the north-west along the Derwent Valley,
although it can also be seen from other vantage
points such as Crich tower, the Black Rocks (south
of Cromford) and elevated positions to the east of
Matlock. Long distance views from the west are
obscured by Masson Hill and the Heights of
Abraham.
The Castle is generally seen as a silhouette, defined
primarily by its towers. It is the jagged profile of the
high corner towers and slightly lower middle towers
that create such a striking eye-catcher.
The majority of medium distance views are from
the urban area of Matlock and the slopes of the
Derwent Valley to the west of the town. From the
south there is a fine view from Hearthstone Lane as
it rises up to Littlemoor Wood.

Public footpath to north-east of the Castle
The public footpath located north-east of the site,
does allow an uninterrupted view of the Castle for a
short length of the pathway, before the footpath
descends the hill. Views in the opposite direction
look out north-west over Starkholmes.

View from Matlock town

View towards Starkholmes
Views to the south and east of the hamlet extend
across land formally known as ‘Kiln Croft’ and
provide a panorama of rolling agricultural land.

View from Old Matlock Conservation Area
Closer views of the Castle are more varied. From
the village proper, the Castle cannot be seen. The
steepness of the gradient of the escarpment
completely obscures views, particularly from public

Views east to The Dene and Carr Lane Farm
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settlement and creates a separation between this and
the entrance to Riber Castle.
Riber Hall, Riber Hall Farm and its ancillary
buildings would originally have formed a significant
enclave of buildings within a larger site. Similarly
the Manor House would also have commanded a
large private space. The later 18th century adjacent
cottages, follow the road layout and form a group at
the junction of Riber Road and the lane which
terminates at the Castle.

View from Riber Road to the north- east
Character
The mock Castle has a major significance as a
historic feature in the landscape, as it fits the
romantic Victorian idea of a powerful austere
structure set against a dramatic landscape and it acts
as an ever present memorial to the towns’ Victorian
forefather, John Smedley. In this respect it is a
critical component of the local distinctiveness of the
immediate and surrounding area. The construction
of the Castle and its grounds are separated visually
and spatially from the hub of the hamlet, so that the
contrasting character and scale are not easily
interpreted and it has little relationship with the
‘hub’ of the village.

Meadow View and cottages beyond - junction of Riber Rd
The farms in the area, such as The Dene (now
residential), Sunnyside Farm and Carr Lane Farm
are generally located away from the main group as
would be expected. Despite there being a limited
number of properties which range in date and
architectural appearance, their homogeneity is in the
use of their predominant building materials –
sandstone and Staffordshire clay tiles. There has
been little recent building in the area, although some
of the traditional buildings have been altered by
extensions.

In respect of other buildings within the hamlet,
most of these form a group a short distance to the
east of the Castle, separated by an area of
woodland. Most of these buildings, which are
described in more detail in the earlier chapters of
this document, are simple vernacular stone cottages
and farm buildings, although the Manor House and
Riber Hall / Riber Hall Farm display a more formal
architectural style.

In terms of key spaces within the confines of the
hamlet, the land associated with ‘Kiln Croft’ and the
aspect across this land to Riber Hall (from the
Dene) is considered to be as important to protect as
it was when the Conservation Area was originally
designated in 1971. It affords views to and from
Riber Hall and unites the view of the settlement
from Carr Lane.

The relationship between Riber Castle and the
village is similar to that found in many English
towns and villages, where there is a contrast
between the large house and extensive grounds of a
dominant wealthy landowner and the modest
houses and buildings of the general population.
Prior to the construction of the Castle, the Manor
House and Riber Hall would have stood as the most
imposing buildings within the hamlet, albeit on a
more domestic scale than the Castle. The former
Lodge facing Riber Road / Carr Lane junction, built
in a similar style to the Castle, is a significant feature
in the village scene, being the first building viewed
when approaching along Riber Road, and a
termination to the vista along Carr Lane. The space
fronting the Lodge is also an axis into the

Above and below: Views across Kiln Croft’ to Riber Hall
and its wooded backdrop
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Similarly, the land fronting the Castle is considered
important and should be retained as open space as a
setting for the Castle. The spaces at the village ‘hub’
and the views east along, and out, from that space
and from the lane adjoining Riber Road are also
considered to be important.

Dry-stone garden/lane boundary of more regular construction
Walls to Riber Hall and the Lodge of Riber Castle
are of a more formal construction, being brought to
course. Most of the roads and lanes in the area are
overtly rural, with no formal pavements. Some
properties have level or raised/stone kerbed grass
verges fronting their front boundary walls, others
have dry-stone walls and hedgerow. Many of the
properties have a number of fine specimen trees in
their gardens which provide an attractive backdrop
to the properties themselves.

View east from the lane leading to Riber Road (from the
Castle).
The K6 telephone box and associated post box
provide a splash of colour at the axis of the village.

More formal walls brought to course.
Another significant element is the extent of stone
walling throughout the Conservation area. Mainly
this relates to dry-stone field and lane boundaries,
some being of an informal character with roughly
hewn copings, others being of a more regular
construction with ‘shaped’ copings

Raised verge with stone edging.

Dry-stone field boundaries.
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